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Abstract. The IESP experiment implemented onboard
the Interball auroral probe measures the six components
(3B, 3E) of the waves in the ULF range: 0.1–10 Hz and
from time to time 0–30 Hz. Two dierent kinds of waves
have been observed in the auroral region at altitudes
between 10 000 and 20 000 km: (1) electrostatic emis-
sions which consist of quasi-monochromatic structures
with frequencies above the oxygen gyrofrequency,
superimposed on a wide band signal interpreted as a
Doppler broadening, (2) electromagnetic wide band
spectrum fluctuations. These emissions are interpreted
as current-driven electromagnetic or electrostatic ion
cyclotron waves. The electromagnetic/electrostatic char-
acter is controlled by the plasma parameter bi and by the
O+ concentration.
Key words. Magnetospheric physics á Auroral
phenomena á Plasma waves and instabilities á Interball
Auroral probe
1 Introduction
The auroral region above the ionosphere at an altitude
of ³2 Earth radii has already been investigated by the
American satellites S3-3 and DE-1 and by the Swedish
satellite Viking. One of the most interesting results of
these missions was to show that acceleration processes
take place in this altitude range. The analysis of the
observed electron and ion distributions has given
evidence of an upward-directed parallel electric field,
accelerating electrons downward and ions upward (see
for instance Louarn et al., 1990). Quasi-static parallel
electric fields were also measured and interpreted in
terms of large-scale accelerating structures (Lindqvist
and Marklund, 1990), and/or small-scale electrostatic
structures, solitary waves and double layers (Mozer and
Temerin, 1983; Bostro¨m et al., 1988). While most of the
waves and structures observed were interpreted as being
electrostatic, in some cases the authors have concluded
the existence of electromagnetic waves, generated by
wave-particle interactions (Temerin and Lysak, 1984;
Gustafsson et al., 1990). The investigation of S3-3 and
Viking in this low-frequency domain, however, has been
restricted by the absence of, or lack of sensitivity range
of the magnetic sensors carried onboard in the 0–10 Hz
frequency. For instance on Viking the magnetic loop
was designed to make measurements above a few tens of
kHz.
It is well known however, from theoretical studies
conducted by Hasegawa and Uberoi (1982) and Goertz
(1986), that electromagnetic waves with a finite parallel
electric field, the so-called kinetic Alfve´n waves (KAWs),
can develop (Volokitin and Dubinin, 1989) over the
auroral region and contribute to the parallel accelera-
tion via their parallel electric field. The IESP experiment
which carries a complete set of instruments for measur-
ing the components of the electromagnetic waves in the
ULF range up to 30 Hz is particularly well suited to
disentangle the electromagnetic and electrostatic waves
and therefore to assess the potential role of KAWs at
accelerating particles. The trajectory of the Interball
Auroral probe is well adapted to exploring the region
along the auroral field lines where the dierent
mechanisms of particle acceleration occur since it covers
altitude ranges between 10 000 and 20 000 km.
In the first part we will describe the experiment.
Typical observations will be presented in the second
section. A tentative interpretation of the phenomena
observed in the regions probed by Interball will be given
in the third part.
2 Description of the experiment
The IESP experiment (devoted to the measurement of
the waves in the ULF range) is part of a wider waveCorrespondence to: Dr. S. Perraut
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complex covering a frequency range from DC to
2 MHz. Basically, the IESP experiment has been
designed for measuring: (1) the waveform of the six
components of the electromagnetic field in the frequency
ranges from 0.1 to 10 or 30 Hz, (2) the three components
of the DC electric field (1 sample/s) and (3) the electric
potential of the satellite (1 sample/16s) which is the
voltage measured between one of the spheres and the
structure of the satellite. This last information is
transmitted to the RON (spacecraft potential control)
experiment which controls an ion gun to neutralize the
ambient plasma (Riedler et al., 1995).
The magnetic components are measured with the
triaxial search coil magnetometer designed for the lower
ULF/ELF range of the MEMO (Mesure Multicompo-
sante des Ondes, in English Multicomponent Wave
Measurement) experiment; it detects waves from 0.1 Hz
to 1 kHz (see Lefeuvre et al., 1995). The magnetic
signals come from MEMO to IESP through the
NVKONCH experiment (devoted to the measurement
of the waves in the ELF/VLF frequency range) which
also covers the frequency range from 5 Hz to 22 kHz.
The electric field is measured with six spheres (80 mm
diameter) mounted at the ends of long booms. The
longest booms (25 m tip to tip) are in the spin plane; the
pair ED1 and ED2 corresponds to Ey and ED3 and
ED4 to Ez; the third pair of booms (ED5-ED6) is about
4.5 m long corresponding to Ex more or less aligned
along the spin axis (ED5 makes an angle of 6° with
respect to the spin axis in order to avoid shadowing
eects on ED6). The IESP instrument provides electric
signals to the other wave experiments NVKONCH and
MEMO.
The main characteristics of the instrument are as
follows:
search coil sensitivity: 0.2 pT.Hz)1/2 at 10 Hz; electric
sensitivity: 0.5 mV/m for the DC, 3.10)5 V.m)1.Hz)1/2
at 1 Hz and 10)6 V.m)1.Hz)1/2 at 10 Hz; dynamic range:
the waveforms of the AC components are digitized with
12 bits, i.e., 72 dB, with four dierent gain levels from
)6 to +30 dB, the highest gain corresponding to
0.062 mV/bin.
The transmission of the AC components needing a
large amount of telemetry for the six components,
dierent modes have been defined depending upon the
telemetry allocation. IESP has the choice between the
two telemetry systems: SSNI (Scientific Information
Collection System) and STO. For SSNI this telemetry is
organized in packets of 960 bits. With 8 packets/s, IESP
transmits 6 channels up to 30 Hz (sampling frequency:
69.189 Hz); with 4 packets/s, IESP transmits 6 channels
up to 10 Hz (sampling frequency: 24.615 Hz); and with
2 packets/s IESP can choose 4 channels out of the 6
channels and covers up to 10 Hz.
As regards STO, depending upon the quality of the
transmission from the spacecraft to the ground, the
telemetry rate can vary between 40, 20, 10, and 5 kbit/s.
Furthermore IESP can get three dierent telemetry
allocations: 84, 48, or 42 bytes/format (of 512 bytes).
The IESP data transmission capability with STO are
summarized in the Table 1.
The data can be transmitted either directly to the
ground or after recording on board. The control of the
operation modes (filters at 10 or 30 Hz and channel
selection) and of the gain is made by digital telemetry
commands (UKS).
The IESP experiment has no specific internal
calibration system. However, IESP is interconnected
with MEMO through NVKONCH and receives a
calibration signal from MEMO for the magnetic
components.
3 Observations
The Interball Auroral probe was launched successfully
on 29 August 1996. The spin period of this satellite is
2 min. During a period of about 3 months the IESP
experiment has recorded regularly the waveforms of the
six components of the electromagnetic waves up to 10 or
30 Hz when Interball was flying across the auroral
region or the polar cap at an altitude between 10 000
and 20 000 km. After 20 December 1996, only the
electric signals have been transmitted to the ground,
since the IESP experiment did not receive the magnetic
components from the MEMO via NVKONCH experi-
ments. A survey of the events detected during this time-
interval allowed us to distinguish dierent classes of
emissions in the ULF frequency domain. Notice that the
proton gyrofrequency was in average around 15 Hz,
which is above the range covered by the IESP
experiment during most of the time-periods. Essentially,
two categories of waves have been identified from this
survey: (1) electrostatic waves (2) electromagnetic
fluctuations with a wide frequency spectra extending
up to 30 Hz. These waves are observed in the auroral
region, when strong fluxes of electrons and ions in the
energy range between 1 and 10 keV are detected.
3.1 Electrostatic waves
The spectrograms of the electric components displayed
in Plate 1 show a typical example of electrostatic waves.
The parallel component corresponds to the signal
detected with the spheres almost aligned with the spin
axis, X; the perpendicular component is a combination
of the two components Y and Z in the spin plane. The
same referential applies for the magnetic components
which are not plotted for this event. These waves have
Table 1. IESP data transmission capability with STO
TM rate
kb/s
frame
duration
s
data transmission capability
components–bandwidth
40 0.1 6 comp–30 Hz 6 comp–10 Hz
20 0.2 6 comp–10 Hz 4 comp–10 Hz
10 0.3 4 comp–10 Hz 2 comp–10 Hz
5 0.4 2 comp–10 Hz 1 comp–10 Hz
84 48 or 42
telemetry allocation: byte/frame
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clear characteristics: the emission exhibits a discrete
structure with a well-defined peak in amplitude but a
frequency peak that varies with time; each structure
consists of increasing or decreasing elements or a
combination of these two kinds of elements forming a
‘‘chevron’’ pattern (see for example waves around
21:20 UT). The duration of these structured elements
is typically of the order of 2 min; sometimes a less
intense harmonic structure is observed (for example
around 21:43 UT). These waves are commonly observed
in the auroral region at an altitude above 17 000 km and
in the morning sector between 03 and 06 local time. The
long duration of such an event depends principally on
the trajectory of Interball. During the event displayed in
Plate 1, Interball stayed in the auroral region at local
time favorable for these observations. These waves do
not present a significant magnetic component, as can be
seen on the waveforms of the six components displayed
in Figs. 1 and 2. The electric components are given in
physical units, while the magnetic signals are given in
telemetry units, because the transfer function of the
magnetic antennas has not been applied at this stage of
the study. The magnetic components Y and Z in the spin
plane are modulated by the DC magnetic field
component in this plane; this DC component varies
between 900 and 780 nT from 21:00 to 22:00 UT.
In the meantime, the X component of the DC magnetic
field decreases from 500 to )40 nT. Then the DC
magnetic field has a dominant component in the spin
plane. The weak signal superimposed on the spin
modulation corresponds to the noise of the instrument.
The absence of significant signal on the magnetic
Plate 1. Frequency-time spectrograms of the electric components. E//
is parallel to the spin axis, E is a composition of the two components
EY and EZ in the spin plane. The intensity of the waves is given by the
color code on the right side. The black line superimposed on the upper
spectrogram is the O+ gyrofrequency FO+. On E^ the strong and
regular signal below 1 Hz is an artefact which occur on EY (see the
waveform in Fig. 1). Notice the intense structured emissions above
FO+. At the same time a weaker signal spreads out on the whole
frequency range
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components leads us to conclude that these waves are
electrostatic. Their amplitude reaches 20 mV/m peak to
peak, around 21:48 UT (Fig. 2). Their frequency ranges
between 2FO + and 4FO +, i.e., 1.2 and 4 Hz on
average since the magnetic field decreases from 1030 to
780 nT from 21:00 to 22:00 UT (FO is the oxygen
gyrofrequency). The waveforms exhibit clearly the eect
of the rotation on the EY and EZ components: each
component has its maximum amplitude when the
corresponding DC magnetic component is close to 0.
This is a strong indication that the electric field of the
waves is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The
waveforms displayed in Fig. 2 present intermittent
fadings simultaneously on the three components of the
electric field, around 21:47:30, 21:48:20, and 21:49:30.
Plate 1 gives evidence for a wide band signal covering
most of the time the full frequency range, which is
superimposed on the quasi-monochromatic emissions
already described. This wide band signal is generally less
intense than the discrete structures superimposed. Con-
secutive spectra of the component EX are displayed
(logarithmic scale) in Fig. 3. As soon as the discrete
emission appears the spectrum widens. At 21:21:14, the
emission detected around 2 Hz reaches 4 (mV/m)2/Hz
and exhibits an harmonic structure and 2 min later the
intensity of the signal decreases over the whole frequency
range (<0.1 (mV/m)2/Hz). This broadening of the
spectrum in the presence of quasi-monochromatic
structures could be explained by a Doppler-shift eect;
this will be studied in Sect. 4. This kind of wide band
fluctuation associated with discrete emissions dier from
the ones described next.
3.2 Electromagnetic fluctuations
Waves with wide frequency spectra with no detectable
peak in the frequency spectrum are also often detected
when Interball crosses the auroral region. Plate 2
visualizes the spectrograms of the electric and magnetic
Fig. 1. Waveforms of the six components extract from the Plate 1
event; on the top the three electric and below the three magnetic. EX
and BX are parallel to the spin axis. The spin period TS is 2 min. The
DC magnetic field BO is large enough to induce a variation on the
magnetic components of the search coil in the spin plane. The electric
components exhibit a very monochromatic wave, not seen on the
magnetic ones. The amplitude modulation of EY and EZ at TS/2
points out that this wave electric field is perpendicular to BO
Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1
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components of a typical event detected when Interball
flew over the polar cap and suddenly crossed a discrete
auroral structure identified from the particle measure-
ments (not shown here), between 15:12 and 15:22 UT.
Notice that the sharp intensifications regularly spaced
by 8 min and referenced with a letter ‘‘c’’ on the lower
part of the spectrogram E^ are artefacts due to the
calibration of the NVKONCH experiment. The in-
tensity of the fluctuations detected between 15:12 and
15:22 UT varies rapidly as a function of time. This kind
of fluctuation requires a very careful analysis, because
we know that the spectrum of a short lasting fluctuation
can result in a wide band spectrum (see Louarn et al.,
1994). Then it is necessary to examine in detail the
waveform of these waves. The waveforms plotted in
Fig. 4 give evidence of the bursty nature of the signal.
The bursts occur in pair of wave packets spaced 40 s
with a time repetition of the order of 2 min. The
increases in the amplitude of the electric and magnetic
fluctuations are simultaneous at this time-scale (the
strong signal observed before 15:17 UT seen especially
on EX is due to the calibration of NVKONCH already
mentioned).
The waveforms plotted with an enlarged time-scale in
Fig. 5 show that for this event the fluctuations are
observed at the same time on the six components. One
also sees that the wave intensification occurs almost
simultaneously over a broad range of frequencies for all
components. Thus the enhancements seen on spectro-
grams are not necessarily due to the short-lived
structures observed from time to time, although they
could contribute to it. When the electric and magnetic
signals exhibit the same signature, as for example at
15:13:12 UT, it is possible to get a rough estimate of the
ratio dE/dB. At 15:13:12 UT, it reaches 17 ´ 106m/s;
as the magnetic field is 1000 nT, the corresponding
Alfve´n velocity VA can be obtained by assuming that the
density is about 1 cm)3; it is a typical value of the
density over the auroral region explored by Interball.
Then the value of the ratio dE/dB measured from the
waveforms compared to the local Alfve´n velocity allows
us to conclude that these waves are electromagnetic
(Hasegawa and Uberoi, 1982).
The spike labelled 1 in Fig. 4 is also seen in Fig. 5. It
lasts 2 s and is detected principally on EX, EY and BZ.
Its amplitude is 60 mV/m and 2.5 nT for the electric and
magnetic components, respectively. Then the ratio dE/
dB is 24 ´ 106 m/s. It could be a solitary kinetic Alfve´n
wave (SKAW), as previously reported by Chmyrev et al.
(1988) from Intercosmos-Bulgaria-1300 and Louarn
et al. (1994) from Freja; these two studies, however,
were made at a lower altitude. The spike labelled 2 has a
larger amplitude; the EX component (which is not
saturated since it comes from the shortest boom) reaches
200 mV/m p.p. and displays a signature on the EX
component which is at least 3 times larger than spike 1;
it is not clearly seen on the magnetic component, so its
electromagnetic character is not granted. During this
period the component of the DC magnetic field aligned
along the spin axis is almost twice the perpendicular
component; then the X-axis is more or less along B0 and
the signature of spike 2 could be the signature of a
parallel electric field. A more systematic study of these
spikes will be done in a future work.
A second event of this category was displayed on
Plate 3. It has been detected when Interball was located
at high invariant latitude (k  74°) and around mid-
night. The periods when the waves intensify correspond
again to the presence of energetic particles which are the
signature of the plasma sheet and map in the auroral
region. Here again the fluctuations cover the whole
frequency range and present very fast variations of the
amplitude as a function of time. The waveforms of the
measured components (Fig. 6) give evidence for weak
amplitude electric components: less than 10 mV/m for
the 5-s-period oscillations and much less for the higher
frequencies. At 2 Hz the magnetic components reach
1 nT. The electromagnetic nature of these wide-band
fluctuations varies with time. Figure 6 shows that
between 21:33:00 and 21:36:30 the emission is electro-
static and after 21:36:30 it becomes electromagnetic. In
fact most of the fluctuations displayed on Plate 3 are
essentially electromagnetic, only the short-time interval
Fig. 3. Frequency spectra of the EX component at two dierent time-
intervals. When the emission at3xF O and its harmonic are observed
the signal spreads out at high frequency (part a). Df0.1 Hz
Plate 2. Same as Plate 1. Same definition for B// and B^. Regular
intensifications of the signal referenced as c result of the calibration of
another wave instrument NVKONCH. Wide band electromagnetic
fluctuations are clearly seen between 21:12 and 21:22 UT. Notice the
bursty or filamentary nature of these emissions. The signal at low
frequency has the strongest amplitude
c
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between 21:33:00 and 21:36:30 exhibits electrostatic
emissions. This example shows clearly that the wide-
band fluctuations can be either electromagnetic or
electrostatic and that the change from one regime to
another is continuous. The kind of waves depends on
the interacting plasma. The assessment of whether the
observed waves are either electromagnetic or electro-
static needs a more systematic analysis based on the
comparison with the distribution functions of particles.
Nevertheless, at this stage of the study the role played by
the heavy ions will be examined in the next section.
Figure 7 displays 1 min of signal. It is a good
illustration of the dierence between the behavior of
the electric and of the magnetic components when one
studies in great detail the waveforms, in particular the
electric components are richer in higher frequencies
around 21:40:30 UT. Moreover it shows a clear
signature of a thin current structure at 21:40:35; the
size of this filamentary current is estimated to 1–10 km.
At this stage of the study we cannot give its direction but
it will be done as the data will be transformed in a
geophysical frame of reference.
Even if the data cannot yet be processed in the best
frame of reference, the preliminary observations described
enable us to propose interpretations of the mechanisms
developing in the high-altitude auroral region.
4 Interpretation
Emissions observed in the auroral region at 1–2 RE in
the ULF frequency range have been already studied
with the S3-3 satellite by Kintner et al. (1978), and
Temerin and Lysak (1984) and more recently with
Viking by Gustafsson et al. (1990). They have shown
that these waves are generated by auroral electron
beams near or below the altitude at which they are
accelerated. The mechanisms described by these authors
require the presence of heavy ions such as Helium. As
the waves observed on board Interball have a part of
their energy at a frequency well below the Helium
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 1 for the event displayed in Plate 2. The
intensification of the waves occurs simultaneously on the six
components. The emission consists of successive wave packets more
or less regularly spaced. The strong signal at 15:16:30 UT is due the
calibration of NVKONCH
Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 with an extended scale. The emission is
composed of fluctuations at dierent frequencies in agreement with
the Plate 2 spectrograms
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gyrofrequency we have extended the study of electron
current-driven instabilities developed by Kindel and
Kennel (1971) and Forslund et al. (1979) by considering
the possible role of oxygen ions O+ in this mechanism.
The ion acoustic waves have been disregarded since they
are strongly damped as soon as Te<Ti, respectively the
electron and ion thermal temperatures. We have
revisited the work of Kindel and Kennel (1971) who
have studied the electrostatic instability in single and
multi-ion plasmas. They have found that (1) the
electrostatic ion cyclotron waves are easily destabilized
for a wide range of Te / Ti, and (2) the heavy ion
cyclotron wave is ordinarily the most unstable. Then
Forslund et al. (1979) considered the electromagnetic
regime of this instability and demonstrated that for
TeTi the electromagnetic ion cyclotron instability
Plate 3. Same as Plates 1 and 2. During this event the magnetic signal vanishes between 21:33 and 21:37 UT as it is also seen in Fig. 6
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begins to have a lower threshold in terms of critical drift
velocity Vd than the corresponding electrostatic in-
stability, as soon as bi ³ me/Mi. Thus in a moderately
high bi, homogeneous collisionless plasma, the electro-
magnetic ion cyclotron instability is likely to have the
lowest threshold of any electrostatic current-driven
instability. Similar results can be found easily now by
solving numerically the wave dispersion relation: we
have used the computer code WHAMP (Ro¨nnmark,
1983), which solves the dispersion relation of linear
waves in a uniform magnetic field. To distinguish
electrostatic (ES) from electromagnetic (EM) waves we
have compared the ratio dE/dB to VA; for the sake of
simplicity we define ES waves by dE/dB > VA and EM
waves by dE/dB £ VA. As expected ES waves have much
larger k^.
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 1 for the event displayed in Plate 3. Notice that
during this time-interval the magnetic components vary in intensity
whereas the electric ones do not
Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 with an extended time-scale. The electric
components exhibit higher frequencies than the magnetic ones. A
strong peak of short duration, at 21:40:35 UT, stands out from the
other fluctuations on the magnetic component
Fig. 8a–c. Marginal stability contours for the current-driven electro-
static and electromagnetic ion cyclotron instabilities. In abscissa, bi, in
ordinate the relative drift velocity between ions and electrons
normalized to the Alfve´n velocity. a ES and EM modes without
addition of heavy ions; thin lines are the extrapolation of the
corresponding curves; b and c for dierent O+ concentrations: 0.1,
0.25, 0.4, 0.8
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The results obtained by using WHAMP are similar to
those found by Forslund et al. (1979) for a single ion
(H+) plasma; they are displayed in Fig. 8a. For Mi/
me = 1836 and Te/Ti=1, the marginal stability con-
tours (c 0) have been plotted in (bi, Vd/VA) parameter
space. The contours (c 0) have been drawn respectively
for the electromagnetic EM and electrostatic ES ion
cyclotron waves. The marginal stability curves have
been extrapolated for low bi. The marginal stability
contour of the EM mode varies as b1/6 for low bi. When
bi < me/Mi the critical drift velocity is lower for the ES
mode than for EM mode and the frequency of the
amplified wave is 1.2FH+. For bi > 2 á 10)2 the
critical drift velocity of the EM mode varies linearly
with the ion thermal velocity and the frequency of the
amplified wave is 0.4FH+.
Then the role of heavy ions on these instabilities was
studied. The same code was applied to an O+-H+
mixture to calculate the critical drift velocity as a
function of fractional O+ density. We still assumed that
Te/Ti  1 for the electron and H+ populations, but since
the O+ population comes from the ionosphere, we took
a low temperature (1–10 eV) for that species. Figure 8b
and c display the marginal stability curves for ES and
EM waves respectively for dierent oxygen concentra-
tions. The two kinds of instability behave in opposite
ways: the threshold of the drift velocity of the ES mode
decreases when the concentration of O+ increases,
whereas the drift velocity of the EM mode increases. It
is interesting to notice that the group velocity parallel to
the field line for the EM waves is very large with a single
ion (H+) and decreases sharply with the addition of O+.
Therefore the ES mode develops more easily when
O+ is present in the medium. In such conditions the
frequency which is excited is close to the bi-ion hybrid
frequency. Thus the electrostatic quasi-monochromatic
waves described in Sect 3.1 could be the result of such an
interaction; accordingly the measurement of its fre-
quency would be an indirect measurement of the
composition of the medium. This condition is reinforced
by the fact that these waves are locally generated. The
interpretation of the wide-band emissions is not so
straightforward and requires discussion.
5 Discussion
The current-driven instability studied in the previous
section is a good candidate for interpreting most of the
phenomena described in Sect. 3. The quasi-monochro-
matic emissions above the O+ gyrofrequency are
electrostatic and can easily be amplified, especially when
O+ is present. As a matter of fact, most of the time the
particle experiments detect during these events an
increase in the flux of oxygen, which favors this
interpretation.
The electromagnetic emissions with a wide band
spectrum are clearly associated with electron precipita-
tion; thus they could also be due to a current-driven
instability: as discussed in the previous section electro-
magnetic current-driven instability is likely to develop in
a regime where the protons are the dominant species and
b is large enough. Although the emission amplified at a
given point along the field line will have a characteristic
frequency which depends on the plasma condition at this
altitude, the waves will propagate more or less guided
along B0, thus Interball will detect waves which are
destabilized at dierent altitudes and the spectrum will
correspond to the summation of dierent frequencies
coming from dierent altitudes. A similar interpretation
has been invoked by several studies for explaining
electromagnetic waves observed at low altitude with
satellites or rocket experiments. For example Lund and
LaBelle (1997) have shown that the source of the waves
detected in the auroral ionosphere (400 km) are
electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves generated at much
higher altitudes (5000 km).
It is more dicult to invoke the same argument for
the electrostatic wide-band waves since their group
velocity is much smaller than for the electromagnetic
ones; Plate 1 shows electrostatic wide-band emissions
superimposed on quasi-monochromatic structures; we
suggested previously that the broadening of the spec-
trum could be a Doppler broadening. The results of a
detailed analysis of this event are shown in Figs. 9 and
10. The signal of EX component has been filtered
respectively in the range corresponding to the occur-
rence of the quasi-monochromatic structures (between 1
and 3.3 Hz) and in the range above 6 Hz. They are
plotted in Fig. 9, at the same scale as the initial
waveform. The amplitude of the signal in the range
above 6 Hz is well below the amplitude of the structured
emissions; but the intensification of the waves above
6 Hz is proportional to the signal in the intermediate
range; then the link between the signals at dierent
frequencies suggests that we are detecting the same
fluctuations which are broadened by a strong Doppler
eect. In Fig. 10 the spectra of the waves at two dierent
time-intervals are plotted. In Fig. 10a, a clear peak
superimposed on a broad spectrum is identified. In
Fig. 10b the monochromatic emission disappears but
the slope of the broad-band emission remains the same.
The similarity between the two slopes of the spectra is
another indication for the Doppler shift. Therefore the
electrostatic wide-band emissions could be simply due to
the Doppler broadening of monochromatic emissions
which are not systematically observed; the monochro-
matic emissions can be either swamped in the Doppler
broadening or have a very low frequency (1 Hz). For
example one observes on the E? component a signal
below FO+ still presents between 21:33:00 and 21:36:30
when the emission is electrostatic. A rough estimate of
the Doppler broadening can be obtained by setting:
kV
x0
 k?qi
V
Vthi
XH
x0
V is the relative spacecraft plasma velocity of 15 km/s
taken from the HYPERBOLOI¨D experiment (N.
Dubouloz, private communication); qi is the ion Larmor
radius, and from the resolution of the dispersion
relation, one gets an estimate of k?qi 2; assuming that
the ion thermal velocity is 100 eV, the Doppler shift is
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of the order of 200%. In fact k?qi has been under-
estimated since it is derived from the marginal instability
condition. Then the Doppler broadening is probably
much larger and could explain the width of the spectra.
Since the value of k? for the EM instability is at least
ten times less than for the ES mode, we do not expect a
large Doppler shift to occur for the EM waves. The two
kinds of emission are guided along the field lines but the
group velocity of the EM waves is much faster. Then the
interpretation based on propagation eect already
mentioned is more plausible.
6 Conclusion
Thanks to the magnetic and electric sensor implemented
onboard the Interball Auroral probe, both electrostatic
or electromagnetic waves have been detected in the
auroral region above 2 RE. From an observational point
of view one distinguishes two kinds of fluctuations: (1)
electrostatic emissions which consist of quasi-mono-
chromatic structures above the oxygen gyrofrequency,
superimposed on a wide band signal interpreted as a
Doppler broadening, (2) electromagnetic fluctuations
with a wide band spectrum and a very bursty character.
The observations are interpreted as electromagnetic
EM and electrostatic ES ion cyclotron waves which can
be unstable to field-aligned currents. These instabilities
have been studied in detail; Forslund et al. (1979) have
demonstrated that for Te  Ti, the EM instability
begins to have a lower threshold of the critical drift
velocity than the corresponding ES instability for bI ³
me/Mi. At lower bi the critical drift velocity of the ES
waves is lower and the ES waves are preferentially
Fig. 9. Waveforms of the EX component for the event displayed in
Plate 1. On the top initial signal, in the middle the signal is filtered
between 1 and 3.3 Hz, in the lower part the signal is filtered above
6 Hz. The signal in the lowest panel occurs only when the signal in the
middle panel intensifies
Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 3 for other time-intervals. The waves are very
intense and the slopes of the spectra are very similar. At 21:11:19 UT
the quasi-monochromatic wave is not clearly seen since the
broadening of the emission spreads out below and above the
amplified signal
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amplified. Moreover the thresholds for ES and EM
behave in opposite way in an O+-rich plasma: the
threshold for the critical drift velocity between ions and
electrons for the ES waves is lowered by increasing the
fractional density O+ whereas it increases for the EM
waves. Then from this study it is obvious that the bi
parameter and the density of the heavy ions play a
crucial role in controlling this kind of instability. In
summary, one expects a currentdriven ES emissions for
low bi plasma (bi<me/Mi ) and/or in presence of O
+,
and EM waves when bi is larger and with few O
+ ions.
A more detailed study of these two kinds of EM or ES
fluctuations needs a more extensive analysis, especially a
detailed comparison with particle distributions mea-
sured simultaneously.
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